List of SI:
. Scanning electron microscopy image of Graphene-oxide (GO). Figure S2 . XPS survey spectra for C 1s of (a) GO and (b) T-GO respectively. Figure S2 . XPS survey spectra for O 1s of (a) GO and (b) T-GO respectively.. 
Scaning electron microscopic study of GO
Morphological study of graphene oxide (GO) as shown in Fig S1 the acitve sufrace sites of GO is less than tyramine-graphne (T-GO) the like wrinkeld folded structure of GO. The size of materials is depends om activity of materials in GO the less active sides becouses the morphology of GO is different from T-GO and electrochemcial activity also different.
High Resolution XPS spectra of GO and T-GO
XPS survey of GO and T-GO materials the XPS spectra of C 1s GO and T-GO are shown in Fig S2 A Fig S3 A and B . The important peak after the tyramine functinalization of GO the exta XPS peak are observed for the N 1s signal was deconvoluted into two separate peask observed at 399.5 eV, 401 eV corresponding to the (NH-C=O), (C-N) respectively are show in Fig S4. 
Cyclic voltammogram (CV) Study of electrocatalyst

